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Read pages 26-29. 

The siege of Castle Gaillard is described and presented in the 

form of a comic strip. 

What key features can you pick out from this comic strip? 

How is it presented that is engaging for the reader? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughout this week you have learnt about the defence 

features of a castle and how to keep the enemy out. 

Task – Using the structure of the comic strip on the pages 

that you have read, you are to produce a short narrative in 

the form of a comic about YOUR castle being seized by 

enemy (using the ideas gathered this week). You can use 

similar events from ‘The siege of Castle Gaillard’ if this 

helps. 

‘So do you want to build a castle?’ 
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Key features/skills of a comic strip: 

- Chronological order of key events of short narrative (in sections) 

- Captions > short sentences describing what is happening in each 

section 

- Dialogue. Speech bubbles stating what is said (precise language, 

could include humour) 

- Pictures > this helps with the clarity of the story 

- Appropriate language choices – linked to style of a comic and 

relevant to your story 

- Onomatopoeia – words that sound like they are said (Bang! Drip! 

Fizz!) 

 

Use the comic strip template (attached is the additional document). 

This task is to be completed over two days.  

If you complete the comic strip based on the events of YOUR 

castle, you can challenge yourself and read pages 36-39 

‘The seize of Dover Castle’ and present the key events of this 

historical moment as a comic strip – this will require to pick 

out the key events and present this in a way that the reader 

will be able to follow.  

 


